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Vert Infrastructure Ltd. Announces Changes in Directors and Management  

 
Vancouver, British Columbia--(Newsfile Corp. - May 11, 2020) - VERT Infrastructure Corp. 
(CSE: VVV) ("VERT" or the “Company") is very pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. 
Rahim Mohamed and Mr. Alnoor Nathoo to serve on the board of directors and Mr. David 
Whitney as CFO. 
 
Mr. Alnoor Nathoo has a Business Administration Diploma. Over the course of his career he 
has gained a wealth of experience in the private and public sectors. A seasoned 
entrepreneur, Mr. Nathoo has been the principal of a privately held hotel development 
company for two decades which has developed and sold numerous hotels across Canada. 
Prior to that, Mr. Nathoo was an investment advisor with Global Securities Corporation and 
he currently sits on the board of directors for Softlab9 Software Solutions Inc and Citation 
Growth Corp. He brings valuable knowledge and expertise in business management, sales, 
finance, project management and real estate development.  
 
Mr. Mohamed has been involved in the public and sector for over 20 years. He holds a 
bachelor’s degree in Management (Commerce) and is a member of the Private Capital 
Markets Association of Canada (PCMA) [formerly known as Exempt Market Dealers 
Association of Canada (EMDA)]. Over the course of Mr. Mohamed’s career, he has gained 
exceptional background through diversified sectors, both local and internationally.  Mr. 
Mohamed enjoys growing startups, building partnerships, and building companies to 
increase shareholder value. He currently holds the position of CEO of Softlab9 Software 
Solutions Inc (CSE: SOFT) and sits on the board of another reporting issuer. 
 
David Whitney is a CA, CPA that provides experience in financial reporting and advisory 
consulting.  Mr. Whitney was the CFO and a Director of RentMoola Payment Solutions for 4+ 
years until March of 2020; RentMoola is a well-known Fintech Company located in BC. Prior 
to RentMoola Mr. Whitney was the corporate controller and secretary Swiss Water 
Decaffeinated Coffee Inc. (TSX: TPK) and DHX Media (TSX: DHX). Mr. Whitney has also 
been involved in CFO and Director capacity roles for several CSE listed Company's including 
Winston Resources Inc. (CSE: WRW), and HeyBryan Media Inc. (CSE: HEY). 
 
VERT would also like to announce that Mr. Arif Merali will be stepping down as CEO but will 
remain on as an independent board member, Vert would like to thank Mr. Merali for his time 
and efforts while serving as CEO and wish him well in all his future endeavors. Mr. Alnoor 
Nathoo will serve as interim CEO. 
 
The newly appointed management and directors will be evaluating the assets of VERT and 
providing a corporate update in the upcoming days and plotting a direction for the company. 
 
The Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) does not accept responsibility for the 
adequacy or accuracy of this release. 

  
For further information, please contact: 



 
Vert Infrastructure Ltd.  

Alnoor Nathoo, Interim CEO & Director 
Vert Infrastructure Ltd. 
E: vertlimited@gmail.com  
T: (587) 899-6967 

About VERT Infrastructure Corp. 

Vert Infrastructure is engaged in the business of branding, investing, constructing, owning 
and leasing infrastructure for certain licenced or permitted specialty agricultural businesses. 

Disclaimer for Forward-Looking Information 

Certain statements in this press release related to the Offering, the securities issuable 
thereunder and the Transaction are forward-looking statements and are prospective in 
nature. Forward-looking statements are not based on historical facts, but rather on current 
expectations and projections about future events, and are therefore subject to risks and 
uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ materially from the future results 
expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. These statements generally can be 
identified by the use of forward-looking words such as “may”, “should”, “could”, “intend”, 
“estimate”, “plan”, “anticipate”, “expect”, “believe” or “continue”, or the negative thereof or 
similar variations. 
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